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CONTEXT Transfer of basic science aids
novices in the development of clinical reasoning.
The literature suggests that although transfer is
often difficult for novices, it can be optimised by
two complementary strategies: (i) focusing learn-
ers on conceptual knowledge of basic science or
(ii) exposing learners to multiple contexts in
which the basic science concepts may apply. The
relative efficacy of each strategy as well as the
mechanisms that facilitate transfer are unknown.
In two sequential experiments, we compared
both strategies and explored mechanistic
changes in how learners address new transfer
problems.

METHODS Experiment 1 was a 2 9 3 design in
which participants were randomised to learn
three physiology concepts with or without
emphasis on the conceptual structure of basic
science via illustrative analogies and by means of
one, two or three contexts during practice (op-
erationalised as organ systems). Transfer of
these concepts to explain pathologies in familiar
organ systems (near transfer) and unfamiliar
organ systems (far transfer) was evaluated during
immediate and delayed testing. Experiment 2

examined whether exposure to conceptual
analogies and multiple contexts changed how
learners classified new problems.

RESULTS Experiment 1 showed that increasing
context variation significantly improved far trans-
fer performance but there was no difference
between two and three contexts during practice.
Similarly, the increased conceptual analogies led
to higher performance for far transfer. Both
interventions had independent but additive
effects on overall performance. Experiment 2
showed that such analogies and context varia-
tion caused learners to shift to using structural
characteristics to classify new problems even
when there was superficial similarity to previous
examples.

CONCLUSIONS Understanding problems
based on conceptual structural characteristics is
necessary for successful transfer. Transfer of
basic science can be optimised by using multiple
strategies that collectively emphasise conceptual
structure. This means teaching must focus on
conserved basic science knowledge and de-
emphasise superficial features.
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INTRODUCTION

The utility of basic science for teaching clinical
reasoning to novices is increasingly recognised.
Appropriate application and extension of basic
science knowledge1 can help learners master novel
clinical concepts.2–4 The process of applying and
extending knowledge is known as transfer.1 Despite
a long-standing recognition that transfer is desir-
able, it remains a challenge for students5 and is
not a spontaneous result of teaching.6,7 For exam-
ple, teaching a basic science concept such as flow
dynamics in the context of one pathology and
organ system (e.g. asthma) does not guarantee
learners will see the applicability of the concept to
new relevant pathologies (e.g. heart murmurs).
This form of context-specificity is a consistent find-
ing in several studies addressing the transfer of
basic science.7–10 This is a critical issue as recent
studies in clinical expertise show that although
experts may not use basic science for all tasks, it
remains a critical part of their knowledge struc-
tures.11 This ‘encapsulation’ enables basic science
to be readily available in clinical contexts and for
addressing atypical problems.12,13 Thus, teaching
basic science in a manner that makes it available
and relevant to future tasks is a critical challenge
for undergraduate medical and health professions
training.

Two complementary models from instructional
science suggest ways to organise basic science
instruction for transfer. The first model, schema
theory,14 suggests that learners must abstract and
decontextualise conceptual knowledge to transfer it.
Studies of transfer in applied settings such as health
professions education,15 mathematics16 and skills
training17 as well as other domains18 have tended to
focus on emphasising this conceptual knowledge.
For example, simple everyday analogies have been
paired with teaching explanations in order to allow
learners to access the essential conceptual structures
of knowledge or the so-called ‘deep structure’ of
concepts.14,17,18 Similar interventions during prac-
tice and other phases of learning19–23 have sup-
ported the efficacy of emphasising this conceptual
structural knowledge. This implies that there is
extraneous or superficial knowledge that may be
necessary for immediate problem solving but does
not need to be transferred to new problems. On the
other hand, conceptual deep structure is conserved
across problem contexts and must be understood
for transfer.

An alternative theory derived from exemplar-based
expertise research,10 argues that it is important to
emphasise contextual information and learners
should be exposed to a variety of contexts during
practice. Learners often have a difficult time under-
standing the complexity of abstract conceptual
knowledge (i.e. the meaningfulness of the concep-
tual deep structure). Providing multiple contexts for
the concept can reduce this cognitive load24 by pro-
viding clear concrete examples and can increase the
authenticity of learning.21 This approach may teach
learners that contextual surface details are not
always consistent across problems. Learners may also
be cued to which features of the context are rele-
vant. In medical problem solving, the features of
diagnostic tasks or a physiology problem are often
relevant clues to the underlying conceptual struc-
ture of a problem.7,25–27 Expert performance in
domains such as diagnosis and management relies
heavily on recognition of important details in the
context of the problem. Thus, learning and practis-
ing for transfer in multiple contexts provide the
application of experience and adaptation of knowl-
edge necessary for transfer.24

Previously, we have established the efficacy of
emphasising conceptual structural knowledge using
teaching analogies7 and the benefits of contextual
variation by exposing learners to multiple examples
of surface features during practice.28 These studies
also examined the effects of each set of interven-
tions on near transfer (application to familiar con-
texts) and far transfer (application to novel
contexts) of physiology concepts. There is ample
evidence for the effectiveness of both strategies29–33

but to our knowledge there are no head to head
comparisons of these strategies.

It would be beneficial to understand the relative
importance and efficacy of each class of interven-
tion for both practical and theoretical reasons. Cur-
ricular time is increasingly contested. If both
strategies are equivalent, teachers can simply choose
the strategy that makes the most logistical sense.
Furthermore, we do not know if these types of inter-
vention lead to changes in how students process
new transfer problems. As Cook and colleagues have
argued,34 medical education research needs clarifi-
cation studies to understand the generalisable
mechanisms of learning. Transfer is optimised when
students develop the appropriate cognitive processes
to recognise and solve future problems. If the mech-
anisms or processes supported by each intervention
can be clarified, then existing curricular teaching
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methods can be modified to facilitate these
processes.

The purpose of this research is to understand how
emphasising conceptual or deep structure knowl-
edge versus contextual variation during learning
mediates transfer of basic science concepts. In
experiment 1, we compare interventions for their
efficacy in near and far transfer. In experiment 2,
we infer changes in learners’ cognitive processing as
a result of exposure to these interventions. Thus
whereas the first experiment demonstrates effects,
the second experiment illustrates potential mecha-
nistic explanations for the results.

EXPERIMENT 1

In a factorial design, we conducted a head to head
comparison of the effectiveness of deep structure
emphasis versus contextual variation for the transfer
of basic physiology concepts. Participants were ran-
domised to receive increased conceptual deep struc-
ture emphasis or not and then randomised again
into one of three context variation conditions. Con-
ceptual deep structure was increased for one group
of students by concept-illustrating teaching analo-
gies, whereas context variation consisted of manipu-
lating the number of organ systems with which
concepts were practised.

Methods

Procedures and methods are similar to those of
previous studies of transfer in medical educa-
tion.7,15,28 McMaster University undergraduate stu-
dents taking a first-year psychology course were
recruited into this study for a mandatory participa-
tion credit (all participants received a credit for
completion of the study). Recruitment was on a
volunteer basis and advertised to all first-year psy-
chology students. This population was chosen for
feasibility reasons but also because they were gener-
ally new to the anatomy and physiology concepts
used in the experiment. Health professions stu-
dents at our institution receive early instruction on
these concepts and thus were considered already
exposed to the content. A na€ıve population allows
us to study instructional design issues without com-
promising the existing curriculum or contaminat-
ing effects as a result of prior knowledge of the
teaching material. The study received ethics
approval from the Faculty of Health Sciences
Research Ethics Board at McMaster.

Design

Participants were randomised in a 2 9 3 design to
two instruction and three practice conditions. Ran-
domisation was carried out using a pseudo-random
number generator and sequential allocation. Investi-
gators were blinded to the allocation status. Each
participant in this study learned three physiology
concepts using a standard clinical explanation and
diagram provided by an expert clinician (AN) or
the standard explanation and an analogy illustrating
deep structure. The teaching analogy was an accessi-
ble, common-sense illustration of the deep structure
of each physiology concept. Teaching analogies
have been used previously in many experimental
studies of mathematics,30 physics19 and physiology
teaching.20 Contextual variation was manipulated
during practice and learners had the opportunity to
practise applying concepts to three clinical cases
that involved the same organ system, two organ sys-
tems or three different organ systems. Following
learning and practice, participants were immediately
given a transfer test, and they returned after a 1-
week delay to complete a new transfer test. This
timeframe was chosen for feasibility and for similar-
ity to previous studies of this topic.3,7 Additionally, a
review by Cepeda and colleagues suggests that mea-
surements of memory recall at 1 week are predictive
of performance at 30 days.35 Transfer cases were
clinical vignettes involving organ systems that learn-
ers had been exposed to during learning (near
transfer) and organ systems that they had not been
exposed to (far transfer). The delay condition was
included to examine the durability of the interven-
tions over time. All materials in the study were
designed by a content expert with clinical expertise
(AN).

Materials

Participants in this experiment were given explana-
tions for three physiology-related concepts (laminar
and turbulent flow, Laplace’s law and Starling’s law)
as well as practice applying these concepts to
explain the signs and symptoms depicted in clinical
vignettes. Laminar and turbulent flow illustrates the
principles of flow dynamics, which have application
in multiple organ systems, including the respiratory
system, cardiovascular system, gastrointestinal system
and the urinary tract. Laplace’s law describes ten-
sion in the walls of cylindrical vessels as it relates to
the radius of the vessel and pressure of the con-
tents; it applies to the same organ systems as the
principles of laminar and turbulent flow. Starling’s
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law describes the elastic behaviour of the heart in
response to filling of the ventricles and volume of
the ejected blood. Explanations included a detailed
outline of the concept, its relevance to physiology
and a brief example of its application, and empha-
sised that the concept applied to multiple organ sys-
tems (see Table S1). Practice and testing were
through the use of clinical vignettes. Vignettes
described a brief clinical encounter and patient pre-
sentation involving pathology located to one organ
system and explainable through one of the three
concepts participants were given.

Manipulation of conceptual deep structure knowledge
Participants were randomised to instructional condi-
tions in which they were presented with either a
basic clinical explanation of the physiology concepts
or with the clinical explanation and an additional
deep structure teaching analogy that illustrated each
concept. These analogies were previously used in
studies of transfer7,15 and were shown to increase
transfer performance at testing. An example of a
teaching analogy is presented in Table S1.

Context variation in practice manipulation
Individuals in the one-organ-system practice condi-
tion saw three practice cases that involved the same
organ system. For laminar and turbulent flow the
cases all involved respiratory disorders and for
Laplace’s law they involved gastrointestinal disor-
ders. In the two-organ-systems condition, laminar
and turbulent flow involved two cardiovascular cases
and one respiratory or gastrointestinal case. In the
three-organ-systems condition, cases were taken
from all three organ systems. Starling’s law only
applies to the cardiovascular system and was prac-
tised only with cardiovascular cases in each condi-
tion. It was added as an additional near-transfer
distractor.

Procedure

A summary of the design and procedure is available
in Fig. S1. The entire study was conducted on a
computer on a preprogramed software platform.
The study was conducted in two phases: learning
and testing.

Phase 1: learning
In Phase 1 participants were given the explanation
of the concept in a randomised order. After viewing
each explanation, participants were given three
practice cases in sequence. Each concept was

practised using three practice cases. An example of
a practice case is given in Table S2. The participants
were asked to read each case and explain how the
concept they had just encountered applied to and
explained the features of the patient in the case.
Feedback was given in the form of the correct
answer to how the previously learned concept
applied to the case.

After completing the learning and practice, all par-
ticipants were asked to complete a 10-question true
or false quiz on the concepts they previously learned
as additional practice. Participants had to achieve a
score of 8/10 or greater to move onto testing or
they were asked to repeat the test before moving
onto transfer testing.

Phase 2: testing
Transfer testing consisted of 15 short, written clini-
cal cases. Participants were required to identify the
concept in the case and provide an explanation of
how the concept applied to the case. Cases involved
organ systems that were familiar and unfamiliar to
all participants regardless of condition to create
near and far transfer cases. Six cases involved lami-
nar and turbulent flow, six involved Laplace’s law
and three involved Starling’s law. The cardiovascular
organ system was common to all three concepts; the
gastrointestinal and respiratory systems were com-
mon to laminar and turbulent flow and Laplace’s
law. Far transfer cases for laminar and turbulent
flow and Laplace’s law were presented using the
urinary tract, spinal cord and reproductive systems,
which the participants had not seen during
learning.

Responses were scored on a scale of 0–3, with more
marks awarded for more accurate and in-depth
explanations, as used in previous studies with these
materials.7,15 A subsample of responses was coded in
duplicate by two raters to determine inter-rater relia-
bility for consistency of scoring. See Table S3 for an
example of a test case and scoring rubric.

Test vignettes were presented in random order.
After completing the initial transfer test, partici-
pants returned after a 1-week delay to complete
another transfer test with 15 new vignettes.

Outcomes and analysis

The primary outcome was the average score per
case, which was calculated separately for near and
far transfer cases. We also collected data on time
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spent during the learning phase and time spent per
transfer case to determine if time on task was a sig-
nificant factor for performance.

The primary analysis was a 2 9 2 9 3 repeat mea-
sures ANOVA with near versus far transfer as the
repeated variable and instruction condition (anal-
ogy versus no analogy) and practice condition (one
versus two versus three organ systems) as the
between subjects variables. We replicated these anal-
yses with scores on the delayed transfer test and
conducted an additional repeated measures analysis
with time to account for the impact of delayed test-
ing. The least significant differences test (LSD) was
used to test for post-hoc differences where appropri-
ate. A separate sub-analysis of Starling’s law cases
(near transfer for all groups) was conducted as a
manipulation. We examined correlations between
the time variables and performance. The alpha
value for all analyses was 0.05 two-tailed.

Results

Ninety undergraduate students (n = 90) were
recruited into the study with 15 participants per
group. Two students were excluded from the final
analyses for not completing the transfer test. This
left 44 participants allocated to the analogy and no-
analogy conditions each; 29 participants remained
in the one-organ-system and two-organ-system
groups and 30 in the three-organ-system group.
Inter-rater reliability between two blinded raters for
consistency of scoring was 0.83, suggesting high con-
sistency.

Immediate testing

A repeated measure of performance on near and
far transfer showed a general main effect for near
transfer (F(1,82) = 5.92, p < 0.017, g2p = 0.07), with
average performance on near transfer cases at 1.09
(SD = 0.51) compared with far transfer at 0.96
(SD = 0.45). Significant interactions were also found
with the analogy manipulation (F(1,82) = 7.35,
p < 0.01, g2p = 0.08) and practice condition (F
(1,82) = 13.87, p < 0.0001, g2p = 0.25). Specifically,
performance on near transfer was higher for the
non-analogy condition but dropped for far transfer,
whereas the analogy condition maintained similar
performance on near and far transfer (see Fig. 1).
Far transfer performance was higher for the analogy
group 1.06 (0.50) compared with the no analogy
group 0.86 (0.37). Post-hoc testing showed this dif-
ference to be significant (F(1,82) = 4.6,
p = 0.035).

Similarly, the one-organ-system group had high near
transfer scores but dropped for far transfer, whereas
the two and three-organ-system groups maintained
performance across both transfer tasks (see Fig. 2)
(F(1,82) = 13.87, p < 0.0001). The one-organ-sys-
tem group had the highest near transfer perfor-
mance at 1.28 (0.57), compared with the two-organ-
system group at 0.94 (0.41) and three-organ-system
group at 1.04 (0.47). By contrast, the highest far
transfer performance was seen for the two-organ-sys-
tem group at 1.03 (0.48) and three-organ-system
group at 1.07 (0.46), compared with the one-organ-
system group at 0.78 (0.34). Post-hoc testing on far
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Figure 1 A significant interaction between mean near and far transfer score at immediate and delayed testing. Immediate
test showed a significant for near vs. far between the Analogy and No Analogy conditions which was replicated at delayed
test (F(1,82) = 7.35, p < 0.01). The analogy condition maintained similar performance across both transfer tasks while the
No Analogy instruction group dropped significantly for far transfer on both tests. Far transfer performance dropped at
retention testing (F(1,69) = 8.06, p < 0.006) but no difference was detected for near transfer.
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transfer showed that there were no significant differ-
ences between two- and three-organ-system groups
but both groups were significantly higher than the
one-organ-system group. Analysis of only the Star-
ling’s law transfer case performance was not signifi-
cant between conditions.

Delay
Thirteen participants (n = 13) did not return for
delayed testing, limiting sample size for delayed
analysis to 75. This left 35 and 40 participants in the
analogy and no-analogy conditions; there were 24,
27 and 24 participants in the one-, two- and three-
organ-system conditions.

A significant effect of time delay was seen for far
transfer performance (F(1,69) = 8.06, p < 0.006,
g2p = 0.11), with immediate far transfer performance
at 0.98 (0.41) and delayed performance at 0.85
(0.38). The 1-week time delay did not significantly
decrease near transfer performance (F(1,69)
= 0.051, p < 0.82, g2p = 0.001).

The same pattern of results was seen as with the
immediate test, with significant interactions between
instructional condition (F(1,69) = 7.78, p < 0.007,
g2p = 0.10) and near versus far transfer performance
as well as practice condition and near versus far
transfer (F(2,69) = 5.72, p < 0.005, g2p = 0.14).
Once again, the analogy condition had a smaller
difference between near and far transfer perfor-
mance (0.99 versus 0.91) compared with the no-ana-
logy group (1.21 versus 0.77) (see Fig. 1). As at the
immediate test, the one-organ-system group had
high near transfer performance but the lowest per-
formance for far transfer, whereas the two- and

three-organ-system practice groups maintained simi-
lar scores for both types of transfer tasks (see
Fig. 2). The far transfer scores between the two- and
three-organ-system groups were not significantly dif-
ferent. Once again the performance of Starling’s
law did not differ between the manipulations but
was impacted by delay (F(1,69) = 4.2, p < 0.05).

Discussion

Experiment 1 demonstrated that emphasising deep
structure and exposure to multiple contexts, inde-
pendently and additively contribute to improve far
transfer performance. Of note, increasing the num-
ber of contexts from two to three had marginal ben-
efit for transfer performance. This suggests that
even the limited contextual variation facilitates
greater structure abstraction32,33 and two examples
of contexts are sufficient for this. This latter finding
suggests that although context variation promotes
transfer, it may do so by showing learners that con-
textual information may not always be a reliable cue
for concept retrieval. Thus, the predictions of
schema theory seem to be more salient for transfer
of basic science.

The one-organ-system and no-analogies group had
high near transfer but very low far transfer perfor-
mance in comparison to the other conditions. How-
ever there was no near–far difference for the
teaching analogy and two- or three-organ-system
groups, and their far transfer scores outperformed
the no-analogy and one-organ-system groups. This
finding hints at a possible mechanism for how the
learning interventions change performance during
transfer problem solving. Relying on surface
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Figure 2 A significant interaction was detected for near vs. far and the number of organ systems at immediate (F
(1,82) = 13.87, p < 0.0001) and delayed test (F(2,69) = 5.72, p < 0.005, g2p = 0.14). The one-organ-system had the highest
near transfer performance but performance dropped for far transfer. The two- and three-organ-system groups had similar
near and far transfer scores; average far transfer score was higher for the two- and three-organ-system groups compared to
the one-organ-system group.
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features as clues to conceptual structure can be an
effective and efficient strategy when there is a close
association between surface and structure. In learning
conditions where this association is reinforced (i.e.
practice with only a single organ system), it is possi-
ble learners over-contextualise their knowledge.
Some transfer researchers have gone so far as to
argue that this is a general ‘default’ for learn-
ers.10,14,24 This would continue to support the
theory that successful transfer results from greater
abstraction instead of reliance on contextualisation.

To test whether this was indeed the mechanism of
action for the transfer interventions, experiment 2
examined how analogies and multiple contexts
changed the categorisation of new problems by
learners. We hypothesised that learners would be
more likely to classify problems on the basis of con-
ceptual knowledge if exposed to either teaching
analogies or contextual variation. We also modified
our conceptual recall test to a multiple choice for-
mat. This test was used to determine if increasing
conceptual knowledge was related to changes in
transfer processing.

EXPERIMENT 2

Experiment 2 was similar to experiment 1 with two
notable exceptions. First, practice with three organ
systems was dropped because it was not statistically
different from the two-organ-system group. This
reduced our costs and ease of recruitment. Second,
we changed the outcome of this experiment to
include a multiple choice question (MCQ) test to
understand if individual differences in conceptual
learning contributed to transfer performance and
we changed the transfer task to a forced classifica-
tion or forced choice test known as the similarity
classification task.

Methods

Undergraduate students (different from experiment
1) taking a first-year psychology course were recruited
into this study for participation credit. The study
received ethics approval from the Faculty of Health
Sciences Research Ethics Board at McMaster.

Design

We used similar design, procedures and materials in
experiment 2 as in the first experiment, with three
major changes (see Fig. S2). In a 2 9 2 design, par-
ticipants were randomised to learn physiology

concepts with a basic clinical explanation or basic
clinical explanation. Participants were then rando-
mised again to practising with one or two organ sys-
tems for laminar flow and Laplace’s law. As with the
previous experiment, Starling’s law was practised
with one organ system. After completing learning,
participants took a multiple-choice test to test recall
and a similarity categorisation test, which required
them to make similarity judgements in order to clas-
sify written medical cases. Lastly, the delay condition
was eliminated to make participation more conve-
nient for participants and because delay did not
affect the pattern of results in experiment 1.

Procedure

Phase I: learning
The learning phase used the same materials as in
experiment 1, with the exception that participants
only practised with two practice cases, with feedback
in the form of the correct answer. Participants com-
pleted a 10-question true or false quiz prior to test-
ing. They were required to achieve a minimum
score of 8/10 to move on; if not they were asked to
repeat the test.

Phase II: testing
In the testing phase, all participants were first given
a 15-question multiple-choice test that tested their
recall of the concept explanations. Questions were
focused solely on their understanding of the expla-
nations given of each concept. Participants were not
given feedback on their performance before moving
on to the similarity classification test.

Similarity classification test
The similarity classification test was framed as a
forced-choice recognition task31 and is similar to the
concept-sorting36 developed by McLaughlin and
colleagues. Participants were asked to view a clinical
case designated the target case. Participants were
not told which concept was involved and given
instructions to read and think about the vignette
but were not required to explain the features or
answer any questions. After completely reading the
case, they proceeded to view three new cases and
were asked to select the case that was most similar
to the previous target case. Participants were not
given any instructions on what constituted similarity.
Time per target and match decision was limited to
5 minutes.

The three choices were manipulated to have (i) sur-
face similarity to the target, (ii) structural similarity
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to the target or (iii) both surface and structural
similarity or no similarity. For example, if the target
case involved a gastrointestinal disorder explained
by Laplace’s law then the possible matches could be
(i) a gastrointestinal disorder explained by laminar
turbulent flow, (ii) a cardiovascular disorder
explained by Laplace’s law or (iii) a gastrointestinal
disorder explained by Laplace’s law or a cardiovas-
cular disorder explained by Starling’s law.

Participants using contextual surface information to
identify similarity would select case (i), whereas
those matching on conceptual structural features
could pick case (ii). The third case was used as a
distracter or control. Participants had to complete
10 classifications, with four involving laminar flow
cases from various organ systems, four involving
Laplace’s law and two involving Starling’s law. Clini-
cal cases were similar to those in experiment 1.

The outcomes from the forced choice similarity
classification test were: (i) context matches, the num-
ber of times the selected case had the same organ
system (i.e. contextual surface detail) as the target
case but a different concept (i.e. structural features)
explaining the clinical presentation; (ii) concept
matches, the number of times each participant
selected a matching case that had the same concept
involved but had a different organ system from the
target case; (iii) double hit, the number of times a
match had the same concept and organ system; and
(iv) double miss, had neither the same concept or
organ system.

Context matches indicate the extent to which sur-
face features were primarily used for categorisation,
whereas concept matches indicate the extent to
which participants were using structural or concep-
tual knowledge for categorisation despite conflicting
surface features. The primacy of one type of match
over the other for a group would indicate the extent
to which categorisation of transfer problems had
been impacted by the interventions.

Analysis

Analysis of the multiple choice recall test was by a
2 9 2 ANOVA with analogy or no-analogy and one- or
two-organ-system as the between subjects factor. Each
type of match on the similarity categorisation test was
analysed using a 2 9 2 9 2 ANCOVA with the number
of context and concept matches as the within sub-
jects factor. Double hits and double misses were con-
sidered distractors and their analysis is not reported
as it would not provide useful information.

Results

Forty undergraduate students were recruited into
the study, with 10 students per group. Average time
between conditions did not differ significantly.

Multiple-choice knowledge test

There were no significant differences between any
groups on MCQ testing. Mean score (SD) for the
no-analogy and one-organ-system group was 10.22
(2.10) and for two-organ-system was 9.27 (1.61).
Mean scores for the analogy with one- and two-
organ-system were 9.3 (1.76) and 8.45 (2.06),
respectively. The MCQ test was not significant in
predicting the number of double hit or double miss
matches. MCQ scores had a significantly negative
correlation with the number of context matches
(r = �0.36, p < 0.020) and non-significant positive
correlation with concept matches (r = 0.11,
p < 0.48). Thus the MCQ score was used as a covari-
ate in the analyses of the similarity categorisation
test.

Similarity categorisation test

Analysis of the number of context matches versus
concept matches (when the matched case had a
similar organ system but different concept from the
target case versus matches of similar concepts
despite a different organ system from the target
case) showed a significant interaction with instruc-
tion (analogy) (F(1,35) = 9.4, p < 0.004, g2p = 0.21).
Participants in the no-analogy condition made a
similar number of context and concept matches
(see Fig. 3), whereas those in the analogy condition
made more concept matches. The analysis of the
effect of organ system showed a similar within-sub-
jects interaction (F(1,35) = 4.1, p < 0.05, g2p = 0.10)
(see Fig. 4). The participants in the one-organ-sys-
tem condition made a similar number of context
and concept matches, whereas the two-organ-system
group made a greater number of concept matches.
There was no interaction between analogy and
organ system condition versus type of match (F
(1,35) = 0.004, p < 0.9, g2p = 0.0001). The MCQ
score was a significant interacting covariate (F
(1,35) = 7.9, p < 0.008, g2p = 0.18). As expected,
the MCQ score was a significant negative covariate
for contextual similarity matches and a positive
covariate for conceptual matches (F(1,35) = 4.35,
p < 0.04). There were no significant between-subject
effects. On average, the no-analogy with one-organ-
system group made 2.89 matches on contextual sim-
ilarity, whereas the analogy with two-organ-system
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groups made 1.79 matches. The no-analogy with
one-organ-system group made 2.5 matches on con-
ceptual similarity, whereas the analogy with two-
organ-system groups made 5.58 matches.

Discussion

Experiment 2 examined whether provision of an
emphasis on deep structure via a teaching analogy
and contextual variation through increasing the
number of practice contexts would lead to a repre-
sentational shift in how learners classified transfer
problems. We hypothesised that the mechanism
facilitating transfer was the shift to deep structure
and conceptual processing. Evidence for this was
shown by the tendency of participants in analogy
and two-organ-systems practice conditions to make
significantly more similarity matches on conserved

deep structure of the underlying concept despite
contextual dissimilarity. Furthermore, learners with-
out the benefit of the deep structure analogy or an
additional organ system of practice tended to be
more likely to make similarity judgements on con-
textual surface similarity. Although the MCQ score
did not differ significantly between groups, it was a
significant covariate and negatively predicted con-
text matches. This suggests that better knowledge of
deep structure inhibits dependence on surface
details.

The results suggest that reliance on surface similar-
ity is the default strategy for unaided learners.
Learning interventions that rely on illustration of
deep structure, such as teaching analogies or con-
text variation, move learners away from the default
strategy by highlighting the inaccuracy of contextual

Figure 3 The mean number of Context vs. Concept Matches by Analogy Condition. A significant interaction between mean
number of matches on contextual similarity vs. conceptual similarity by Analogy condition ((F,135) = 9.4, p < 0.004).

Figure 4 The mean number of Context vs. Concept Matches by Practice Condition. A significiant interaction between
mean number of matches on contextual similarity vs. conceptual similarity by practice condition (F(1,35) = 4.1, p < 0.05).
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cues. These findings provide an explanation for the
improved performance seen in experiment 1 and
support previous work that suggests analogies and
context variation shift learners to more effective
transfer strategies.37,38

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Teaching basic science so that it has utility and rele-
vance for learners is a real and practical challenge
for medical educators. Given this challenge, what
do the results of these two small experimental stud-
ies add? Our results in highly controlled experiment
settings with novice learners may not immediately
translate to educational interventions. Rather, they
shed light on the deeper mechanistic processes by
which learning can facilitate transfer. It is important
that teachers do not reify the interventions per se
but rather focus on what they represent for teaching
as a whole. The purpose of this paper is to help
conceptualise the general strategies and mecha-
nisms by which basic science can be taught for
transfer.

In experiment 1, we found that learners exposed
to analogies illustrating deep structure and more
than one organ system during practice had supe-
rior far-transfer performance. The results strongly
suggest that to facilitate transfer, learners must
have the conceptual deep structure of basic science
emphasised, along with exposure to multiple clini-
cal examples. We hypothesised that doing this
changes the way that learners process or ‘see’ clini-
cal cases and pushes them to focus on conserved
conceptual structure instead of solely relying on
contextual information (i.e. the organ system). As
evidenced by experiment 2, learners with the suc-
cessful interventions from experiment 1 were more
likely to identify similarity of clinical cases on con-
ceptual basic science despite superficial dissimilar-
ity. This representational shift is necessary for
successful far transfer and if unaided learners will
default to reliance on surface features. Thus, our
results yield two principles of note: (i) novice learn-
ers rely heavily on contextual information without
understanding the relationship between contextual
information and the concept they are supposed to
transfer; and (ii) teachers must emphasise structure
and conceptual representation of knowledge. The
former principle requires that transfer cannot be
taken for granted, whereas the latter requires
that teaching for transfer may require multiple
strategies.

Not every concept in the curriculum can be framed
with an analogy or represented in the manner sug-
gested by our interventions. Our results should not
be interpreted as providing prescriptive evidence for
analogies in teaching or a stable estimate of their
relative effect size. Rather, the message of our work
is that abstract relationships are difficult to grasp
and must be framed appropriately for learners in
order for them to grasp the deep structure and cre-
ate the necessary representational shift. In our study
materials, we study transfer of physiology principles
derived from physics, where the deep structure was
relatively conserved. Other types of concepts may
have a different deep structure or relationship to
context, although learners will probably still face dif-
ficulty with transfer. Teaching that focuses on expos-
ing as much of the appropriate deep structure as
possible to students will probably be more successful
at helping foster transfer.

Some teaching interventions have been shown to
help facilitate this conceptual understanding when
employed appropriately.5 Use of mixed practice has
been shown repeatedly to facilitate transfer of learn-
ing.28,39 Mixed or interleaved practice involves learn-
ers practising multiple concepts together or
cumulatively as opposed to each concept separately.
This promotes active comparison of examples and
forces learners to identify the distinguishing struc-
tural features of concepts. It aligns with the princi-
ples emerging from this study showing the
importance of emphasising conceptual knowledge.
Similarly, showing the structural relationships
between basic science knowledge and clinical knowl-
edge promotes the conceptual understanding neces-
sary for clinical reasoning. In other words, effective
integration promotes transfer. A series of experi-
mental studies have demonstrated this for near and
far-transfer outcomes relevant to practical clinical
reasoning.3,4,40,41

This study has some limitations common to experi-
mental research. Firstly, it was carried out in a
tightly controlled setting and with novice partici-
pants. Changing some of these factors, such as
allowing student collaboration or including students
with some prior knowledge, may reduce the effects
detected. It may be that the analogies or examples
need to be more complex or sophisticated for a
more expert group. Secondly, we had a relatively
short time delay before our second assessment of
transfer. Although several medical education studies
have used this experimental delay,7,15,40,41 longer-
term effects need to be studied in future work.
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CONCLUSION

Transfer of basic science concepts can be aided by
interventions that make abstract conceptual deep
structure explicit and by context variation using
examples with dissimilar surface features. Both
strategies encourage categorisation and recognition
using conceptual knowledge while assisting learners
to recognise the limitations of surface features. This
shift is necessary for successful far transfer and can
be used as an organising framework for teaching
basic science for transfer.
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